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QUESTION 1

As shown in the figure, in the Mesh networking, what is required to enable the STP spanning tree protocol? 

A. AC G0/0/1 interface 

B. MPP 

C. MP 

D. Switch 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

On WLANs where many users exist, such as WLANs in high density scenarios, users compete fiercely to occupy
channels as the number of online users increases. As a result, network quality deteriorates. To ensure network access
experience of online users, Calling Access Control (CAC) can be configured. CAC allows an AP to control user access
based on the CAC thresholds set according to the radio channel usage, number of online users on a radio, or terminal
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), ensuring network access quality of online users. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements are TRUE about band steering supported by Huawei devices? (Multiple Choice) 

A. Load balancing between the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radios is considered in band steering. An AP determines the radio
with which a STA preferentially associates based on numbers of access users on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz radios. 

B. Check whether the number of access users on an AP exceeds the start threshold for load balancing between radios.
If not, STAs can preferentially associate with the 5 GHz radio. 

C. If the number of access users on an AP exceeds the start threshold for load balancing between radios, the AP
determines the frequency band to which the STA connects based on radio load difference computed according to the
formula (Number of access users on the 5 GHz radio -Number of access users on the 2.4 GHz radio/Number of access
users on the 5 GHz radio x 100%). 

D. After the number of users associated with an AP reaches the start threshold for load balancing between radios, if the
value obtained based on the formula (Number of access users on the 5 GHz radio - Number of access users on the 2.4
GHz radio/Number of access users on the 5 GHz radio x 100%) is greater than the gap-threshold value, the AP
preferentially associates with the STA on the 5 GHz radio. 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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QUESTION 4

On a WLAN, which of the following attack detection functions require support of the dynamic blacklist function? (Multiple
Choice) 

A. Flooding attack detection 

B. Spoofing attack detection 

C. Weak IV attack detection 

D. Brute force attack detection 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which access authentication methods are supported by the Agile Controller? 

A. 802.1x certification 

B. Portal authentication 

C. MAC certification 

D. RADIUS 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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